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DAY 1 

SINGAPORE SCIENCE CENTRE 

 Upon arrival you will be met by our representative. Transfer to hotel for check-in. Lunch 

will be provided at nearby restaurant followed by an excellent tour to Singapore Science 

Centre.  Which is an ideal place for the student who wants to explore the latest 

innovations and the ideas behind world development as Singapore Science Centre offers 

more than 1000 educational exhibits. From The Robot Zoo, Magic The Science of 

Illusion, Science Workz, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Students have the chance to learn 

about the Human Body, Marine Alcove,Sound Exhibition, Kinetic Garden,  Fire,   Our 

Solar System  Invent!,  It's in You! Earth Ecogarden, Scientist for a Day, Uniquely You, 

Water Works, Quirky, Bioethics, The Mind's Eye, iZHeroany, many more. 

 Students will interesting experiences on Bioethics Defending Science,  Stealth and 

Surveillance,  Science of Flight, Armour and Protection Radarwith Also on optical illusion 

and the Omni Theatre. The theatre offers students a chance to watch an educational 

IMAX movie on a massive screen which offers a superb movie-going experience with 

optimal special effects and surround sound there is many more to see feel and 

experiment. Later in the evening back to hotel. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

DAY 2 

A ONE FULL DAY STUDENT’S MOTIVATIONAL 

After breakfast, pickup around 930am. 1 full day Student‟s motivational course for self 

enhancement with award winning teachers. The course conduct such a way that student will 

enjoy and learn together at the same time.  

After the attendance of session student will understand  

 

1.How to eliminate stress from life  

2.React or Respond - The Leadership Approach (How to turn ANY situation into a positive)  

3.Who taught you how to think - How to be you, at your best  

4.Investing in yourself (Power of effective questions)  

5.What sort of language do you speak (effective communication)  

6.Three Keys to Success (How to be busy doing the RIGHT things)  

7.Thrive or Survive: A guide to getting and keeping your ideal job  

8.Stop, Don't and be Positive (language to inspire parents)  

9.Understand what drives your behavior (Who are you whilst you're doing what you do?)  

10.How to enjoy Monday mornings and other work related stuff - Peak performance at work or 

in a class 

11.FISH! (17 Minutes to change your life)  

 

SINGAPORE 
UNIVERSAL STUDIO 

From RM 

 

/person (Adult) 

 

GROUND 

ARRANGEMENT 
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12.End of the session student will get attendance certificate signature by teacher  

Or Option 2  

Singapore Zoo & Night SafariAfter breakfast, pickup around 930am. With an average of 2 

million visitors a year, it is rated as the best Zoo in the world. Set in a rainforest environment, 

the Singapore Zoo offers around 2530 specimens and 315 different animal species of which 

16% alone are endangered species. Singapore Zoo is world famous of its „open concept‟ that 

offers the opportunity to experience and be inspired by the wonders of nature.  Singapore Zoo 

is the only place you can meet and see such a number of animals in their natural habitat. Here 

you can meet the newly collection of Australian Outback, Cat Country, Critters Longhouse, 

Elephants of Asia, Fragile Forest, Hamadryas Baboon, Orang Utan, Polar Bear, Primate 

Kingdom, Proboscis Monkeys Rainforest Kidzworld, Reptile Garden,Wild Africa, White Tiger and 

many  more to meet, all is waiting for you &  newly  and specially created  attraction within the 

park offers an educational, fun and engaging time with family-focused activities so all the 

family have fun at the same time, Later you will be move to Nigh Safari   

Singapore Night Safari wins 'Best Theme Attraction in the world Award‟ at the 20th Annual TTG 

Travel Awards, unanimously voted by readers of TTG Asia, Night Safari which is set on 40 

hectares of lush secondary forest offers guests the unique experience of exploring wildlife in a 

tropical jungle at Night. Through the use of subtle lighting technique, guests are able to view 

over 1,000 nocturnal animals of 100 species in vast naturalistic habitats. The Park has Traverse 

eight geographical regions by three interlinked walking trails and tram route to observe various 

nocturnal animals from different parts of the world. You can select as per your choice 1 by 1 

and be sure not to miss the Creatures of the Night Show, which feature every half hour of non-

stop action. Watch our animal stars demonstrate and amaze you with their predatory and 

survival instincts. later return to hotel around 930pm   Our package Include Train Raid,     

Or Option 3 

SINGAPORE JURONG BIRD PARKwith Penguin Wonderland (New)  

After breakfast, we bring  you to Jurong Bird Park which is a 20.2 hectare open-concept park 

and is the largest in Asia Pacific called the best in the world! Over 8,000 birds from 600 species 

is among the largest collection in the world. The latest attraction for children is Penguin Exhibit, 

close to 100 penguins „flying‟ underwater through a 30-meter long window. Watch our five 

species of swim in a large pool set against a landscape of rocks, cliffs, nesting alcoves and 

burrows. Jurong Bird Park is the 1st to offer a chance to meet over 5000 bird in open concept 

and you can touch you can meet & greet your favorite birds without any obstacle or barriers. 

The Park offer a wide range of  uniquely created attractions such as African Waterfall Aviary, 

Jungle Jewels Flight Aviary, Lory Loft, Southeast Asian Birds Aviary any many more, The Park 

is Specially design for fun as well as education for all ages at the same time here you will get a 

chance to ride on Panorail see Bird Discovery Centre, Dinosaur Descendants, Heliconia Walk, 

Hornbill and Toucans Exhibit, Parrot Paradise, Pelican Cove, Penguin Coast, The Riverine, Royal 

Ramble, Swan Lake, Window on Paradise, World of Darknes, All Star Bird Show, full fun day 

with birds and birds shows and many more till the evening, later return to hotel around 630pm. 

 

 
 

 
DAY 3 

UNIVERSAL STUDIO SINGAPORE 
After breakfast, pickup around 930am, Non-stop entertainment From high-energy concerts to 

street performances and many more. Wants to visit New York?  We bring here in Universal 

Studios Singapore. Wants to be a Hollywood star? come you will feel as if you have landed in 

the center of the entertainment.  Enter the thrilling on Roller coasters, this terrify train riders 

which more than two kilometers is guaranty terrify you and 'you will never want to miss' rails, a 

zero-G roll, Cobra roll, corkscrews, vertical loops and near ollisions mere inches, World of 

movie “magic as you” apart from other cars and other movie-themed Attractions. Enjoy the 

World fames Water Park, Sci-Fi City, The city of the future, with all the ultimate modern 

conveniences. Be dazzled and delighted by an immersive entertainment Experience that brings 

the Silver screen to life, Come and meet with Movie stars, Talking donkeys.…the land of Far Far 

Away, DreamWorks Animation film, Madagascar. Jurassic Park, All is there for you, later return 

to hotel around 730pm   our package Include 1 FULL DAY ENTRANCE PASS with all rides. 

 

 

 
 

 
DAY 4 

SINGAPORE CITY TOUR DAY& NIGHT 

After breakfast pickup around 930am, A tour through the city which is bound to dazzle, 

Singapore is an amazing city to discover, parks, shopping areas, old and new Singapore, you 

will passes by many grand old bridges of diverse designs decorated with quaint old lamps of a 

bygone era, Be the inspire by an incredible microcosm of a nation's life and time, a rich 

kaleidoscope of cultures and heritage, a colourful potpourri of stories and anecdotes. Sail from 

the past, to the present and into the future with us. Through the journey Admire magnificent 
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colonial government buildings of both side of the river that reflect Singapore's colonial heritage. 

we will bring you Clark Quay, the Parliament House, Supreme Court and City Hall. Also there 

stands a statue of Singapore‟s founder, Stamford Raffles, which was cast in dark bronze by 

Thomas Woolner, in front of the Victoria Theatre.  There is another replica at North Boat Quay, 

which used to be known as Raffles Landing Site.  Later around 1pm we will bring you to hotel 

for rest. Singapore Night Pickup around 6pm, ( Subject to your departure)  Our Night tour will 

start from Esplande and opposite Marina Bay sand  for photo shoot, Later we move to Boat 

Quay here you will be under the sky high Buildings from one corner to another, the reflection of 

lights from high rise building‟s will give you breathtaking view, opposite Singapore Flyer, 

Esplanade, is show a Singapore's illuminated skyline, enjoy  spectacular outlook  by Changing 

lights Beautifully, along the river  you can find the dozens of fine dine restaurants offer 

western, Japanese, Chinese, Arabs and  local ethnic dishes,  Take the time to enjoy the 

cosmopolitan array of which will satisfy even the most finnicky eater.  (Dinner is Optional),   

Later we transfer to you  for your departure. 

<<< The sequence of the tour program may be re-arranged by the local tour 

operators as deemed necessary>>>> 
PACKAGE PRICE (RM)*subject to change & availability 

PACKAGE PRICE (RM) 

Student package 1428 

 

Include: Exclude: 

 
 *3 nights‟ accommodation in 4* hotel  

 All entrance fees as mention  

 Note: All transportations are in Private   

 

 Local Guide and tipping to coach captains 

 All lunch meals 

 Surcharge for long holidays  

 Return Air Ticket 

 Return Luggage 

 Return Airport Tax 

 Meals on board 

 Seat Selection (auto arrangement) 

 Excess Baggage  

 Admission of fee not specified in the itinerary. 

 Meals not specified in the itinerary. 

 Optional tour  

 Travel Insurance 

 Tipping (Tips in average of RM/Pax/Day) 

 Visa 

 Personal consumption; Expenditure of a personal 

nature, such drinks, souvenirs, telephone calls, 

laundry, etc 

 Tour Leader from Zamar Travel & Tours SdnBhd 

 Price is Exclude meals will cost you from SGD 6 to 

SGD 10 (Optional) 

 

Child rate:  
 0-23 months stay free of charge when sharing 

bed with 2 full paying 

 2-11 years pay 85% of the adult cost when 

sharing roomth 2 full paying pax. 

 12 years and above pay Full adult cost. 

 01 FOC on half Twin basis with every 20 full 

paying guests max 2 FOC 

 Child for extra bed is chargeable.  
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Note: 
 Package price is per person min 30 person/group. 

 Package price and itinerary subject to change without prior notice.  

 Package price is subject to GST additional surcharges. (GST No. 000945135616) 

 We are not responsible for any cancellation of traffic congestion, flight  

 delay, due to weather factor and will not compensate anything due to weather factor. 

 Please note that Hotels, room types or the final price may change when it comes to 

booking. 

 The above itinerary is used as reference. We reserve the right to adjust the itinerary 

due to any uncontrollable circumstances. 

 Please take note air ticket price for group fare and online booking is different. Online 

booking only can book nine (9) person, for next booking the price is subject to 

change. 

 Price is subject to currency fluctuations of the time of payment. 

 Any charges due to high season surcharge. 

 Any changes on itinerary it will be additional charges and subject availability.  

 International passport should be valid for at least 6 months from the date up to 

Malaysia. 

 Min 2 Pax (FIT Booking Only).  

 Rooms subject to available (we advise agents to book in advance as early as possible)  

 For Single basis, Pls add 90% of the twin sharing price.  

 Rates are subject to change with or without prior notice and not valid during 

exhibition & convention periods / special events in Singapore, Surcharge of New Year, 

Christmas will apply.   

 Any amendment in a Booking is subject to approve, rates may deferent & also 

subjected to availability at time of rebooking/amendment. 

 Closed out dates subjected to changes without prior notice. 

 All transportations are in Private VIPs   

 Prices quoted for minimum 30 Students student in hostel. 

 Prices may vary during high season and rooms are subject to availability. 

 All prices quoted in Singapore dollars.    
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